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Perhaps this captures the sentiment of both law firms
and corporate legal departments as they contemplate
IPXUPUBDLMFBMUFSOBUJWFGFFBSSBOHFNFOUT "'"T 

*

n late 2009, The American Lawyer
BOE UIF "TTPDJBUJPO PG $PSQPSBUF
$PVOTFM DPOEVDUFE B KPJOU TVSWFZ PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  HFOFSBM
DPVOTFM ($ BOEDIJFGMFHBMPĊcers regarding the use of AFAs. The survey provided interesting statistics:
P QFSDFOU PG UIF ($T BOE DIJFG MFHBM
PĊDFSTIBEQBJEBēBUGFFGPSBOFOUJSF
matter.
P QFSDFOU PG UIF ($T BOE DIJFG MFHBM
PĊDFSTSFQPSUFEQBZJOHBēBUGFFGPSBU
least some stages of a matter.
P0OMZ  QFSDFOU PG UIF DPSQPSBUF MFHBM
decision-makers reported having paid all
of their law firms by the billable hour.
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are still circling the perimeter cautiously.
#FDBVTF ($T XPSL BHBJOTU B CVEHFU  UIF
hourly rate model incents lawyers to bill
as much as reasonably possible, rather
UIBOBTMJUUMFBTJTSFBTPOBCMZOFDFTTBSZ4P
the company bears the risk of a lawyer’s
JOFĊDJFOUPSFYDFTTXPSLPOBDBTF XIJDI
can blow an in-house legal budget.
AFAs have the potential to readjust incentives. AFAs with a fixed fee by case or by
phase, with a performance bonus tied to
SFTVMUT XPVMEDSFBUFCFUUFSJODFOUJWFT8JUI
firm fees capped, lawyers have an incenUJWFUPXPSLFĊDJFOUMZUPXBSEBLJDLFSUJFE
to the outcome in the case. For many, the
main reservation is the fee-setting process.
*OIPVTF DPVOTFM  SJTL NBOBHFST BOE
insurers are not alone in their uncertainty
SFHBSEJOHUIFVTFPG"'"T-BXĐSNTIBWF
related concerns. They are concerned that
UIFZ XJMM QSPQPTF BO "'" XJUIPVU TVĊcient knowledge to accurately assess the
case or portfolio of cases, underestimate
UIFXPSLSFRVJSFE SFBMJ[FBMPTTPOUIFJS
time and ultimately drown.
4P  TIPVME FWFSZPOF KVNQ JO UIF QPPM 
continue walking around it or pack up
BOE HP IPNF  ĂJT RVFTUJPO EJTSFHBSET
the presence of lifeguards and flotation
devices available to all. No one has to
jump off the deep end alone when enterJOH JOUP BO "'" 3BUIFS  CPUI DMJFOU BOE
outside counsel should consider these tips
when inching into AFA waters:
But perhaps even more interesting are the
statistics surrounding the initiators of the
AFAs:
P QFSDFOU PG UIF TVSWFZFE ($T BOE
DIJFGMFHBMPĊDFSTDMBJNFEUPIBWFJOJtiated the use of AFAs.
PQFSDFOUSFQPSUFEUIBUUIF"'"TVTFE
were jointly initiated by them and their
outside counsel.
P0OMZQFSDFOUPGUIF($TBOEDIJFGMFHBM
PĊDFSTTVSWFZFETBJEUIFJSPVUTJEFDPVOsel first raised the issue of AFAs to them.
-FTTUIBOUXPZFBSTMBUFS UIFDMJNBUFTFFNT
to be the same. There are a few swimmers
in the AFA pool. But a lot of bystanders

Get Your Toe Wet. AFAs can be limited to
DFSUBJOQSPKFDUTPSQIBTFTJOMJUJHBUJPOUIFZ
do not have to encompass the whole life
PGBDBTF*GFJUIFSDMJFOUPSĐSNJTOFSWPVT
or uncertain about what course the litigation may take, they can negotiate AFAs for
specific tasks. For example, project fees can
be set for tasks such as conducting an early
DBTF BTTFTTNFOU PS JOWFTUJHBUJPO  ESBĔJOH
written discovery, or preparing for and
attending mediation. An AFA does not
have to be an all or nothing proposition.
Agree to Throw in a Life Preserver if
Necessary. Define the scope of work encompassed in the AFA and agree that any additional legal work will be compensated under
a separate fee arrangement. For example, an
AFA may set a project fee for discovery in a

case. The scope of that discovery phase can
TFUBTTVNQUJPOTTVDIBTOPNPSFUIBO 
documents for review, no more than six
fact depositions, no more than two experts
named by the opponents and no more than
one discovery-related motion filed. A project fee with defined assumptions gives reasonable budget certainty, while protecting
the law firm from cost overruns for unanticipated discovery issues.
If You Don’t Know the Depth of the
Pool, Don’t Dive In. 5SZ"'"TĐSTUXJUI
familiar litigation. The best way to come
up with an AFA that is beneficial to both
client and law firm is to use historical data
about similarly litigated cases. Although
it is generally true that no two cases are
exactly alike, some categories of cases are
TVĊDJFOUMZQSFEJDUBCMFUPCFVTFGVMJOTFUting AFAs, especially for a portfolio of
cases. The more comparative information
available to both parties about past similar
litigation, the greater the chance of AFA
success.
Synchronize the Swim.0OFXBZUPTIBSF
risk and reward is to agree to an AFA with
outcome-, budget- or time-dependent
IPMECBDLTPSDPOUJOHFODZGFFT4VDI"'"T
benefit clients by reducing their monthly
legal spend and maintaining budget certainty even with the specified contingencies.
Firms also benefit from the steady monthly
payments and with the prospect of greater
financial reward if the agreed-upon objectives are met. Attorneys performing the
work also benefit by being able to focus on
SFTVMUT6OEFSUIJTUZQFPG"'" CPUIDMJFOU
and firm can find satisfaction in knowing
that everyone’s interests are aligned.
8IFUIFS"'"TBSFCFOFĐDJBMPSEFTJSBCMF
is no longer an issue. AFAs are in the main
TUSFBNĂFDIBMMFOHJOHRVFTUJPOJTDIPPTing which AFA is best for any given situation. The answer may simply be: You’ll
be in the best position to swim when you
jump in and get wet. LM
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